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Review
Did you know that tigers don’t leave claw marks in their tracks because they retract their claws while
walking? You can learn facts about tigers, from where they live to how they cool off in hot weather, in
this fun book all about tigers. There is also a quick quiz at the end so you can know whether you truly
know about tigers. Make sure to also check out the glossary for those big words.
This book was made with young readers in mind. The text is filled with small easy-to-read words with
occasional larger words that are then defined in the glossary. This book can be read by beginning
to transitional readers and provides them with fun facts about tigers that live in the zoo. The
information presented is basic but has just the right amount of “fun facts” that the children will be
able to recall information effectively. With full color photographs of tigers and easy-to-read text, this
book will be a favorite for the young animal lover.
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